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I need to build my own HABITAT, a place where I can leave 
my footprint, my trace, signals, remnants. I need to create 
surroundings that form a new way of coexistence, a 
mixture of different artistic expressions that are diverse, 
unique and neverending. A space to offer new structures, 
organize my dance and examine the thresholds of my 
choreographic discourse.

Daniel Doña
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This dancer and choreographer from Granada is considered as one of the top 
exponents of the current Spanish Dance, going beyond the formal bounderies in 
creation and gathering in his pieces the core of different artistic expressions. He 
comfortably moves among a reniewed Spanish Dance, Flamenco and Contemporary 
Dance, transiting inside an artistic field with no straitjackets or limits. And not only 
from the creative point of view he presents that fondness towards researching and 
investigation, but leading his own dance company from 2004. 

Daniel Doña Compañía de Danza, always characterized by his interested in education 
and seduction of new audiences, he has combined the creation of more theatrical 
shows with an approach to less conventional spaces since his beginning, imprinting in 
all his work an own language based on a dialogue between tradition and the 
avant-garde. As choreographer and artistic director his projects has been 
programmed in renewed dance festivals as Dansa Valencia, “Festival de Jerez”, 
“Festival de Otoño de Madrid”, “Mercat de les Flors”, Flamenco Festival USA “Festival 
Internacional Madrid en Danza”, Dansat2007, Tanzaus Festival (Dusseldorf-Germany), 
“Festival Iberoamericano de Bogotá”, “Bienal de Flamenco de Sevilla”, “Festival 
Internacional de Danza Contemporánea Masdanza” and “Mes de Danza de Sevilla”. 
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"Daniel Doña is at the forefront of a 
generation of dancers and flamenco 
dancers that is trying to find its own 
choreographic and interpretative voice 
through Flamenco and Spanish dance, 
while expanding it to other artistic 
disciplines. In reality, it's the search for 
an identity, the need to escape certain 
constraining corsets. Flamenco is at its 
root, but [his] fascination for different 
dance forms, including contemporary 
dance, allows him to take them on as 
his own. He is a dancer who has fed 
from different sources and has forged a 
distinct personality through the clarity 
of his movement, solid technique, 
sobriety, musicality, quality and good 
ideas executed with great efficiency.  
His creative facet is simply a reflection 
of his performing facet. With Flamenco 
and Spanish dance as their base, his 
choreographies explore different fields 
with a constant balance, knowledge 
and decisiveness, without complexes or 
fear of the unknown."

Julio Bravo ABC / Cultura - Teatros
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